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Beautiful Synonyms Matching
 I, even I, am YHWH; and BESIDE ME  there is NO SAVIOUR. - Isaiah 43:11

Clues are listed below. Print the word that matches the clue on the blank line by the 
clue.

1. APPEALING able to attract interest or draw favorable attention; expressing earnest entreaty;
(of characters in literature or drama) evoking empathic or sympathetic feelings

2. ANGELIC marked by utter benignity; resembling or befitting an angel or saint; having a 
sweet nature befitting an angel or cherub; of or relating to angels

3. HANDSOME pleasing in appearance especially by reason of conformity to ideals of form and
proportion; given or giving freely

4. RADIANT radiating or as if radiating light

5. CLASSY elegant and fashionable

6. BEWITCHING capturing interest as if by a spell

7. FAIR (used of hair or skin) attractively feminine; not excessive or extreme; very 
pleasing to the eye;

8. RAVISHING stunningly beautiful

9. EXQUISITE of extreme beauty; lavishly elegant and refined; intense or sharp; delicately 
beautiful

10. DAZZLING amazingly impressive; suggestive of the flashing of lightning; shining intensely

11. DIVINE being of such surpassing excellence as to suggest inspiration by the gods; 
ceptive power

12. ATTRACTIVE pleasing to the eye or mind especially through beauty or charm;

13. STATUESQUE suggestive of a statue; of size and dignity suggestive of a statue

14. RESPLENDENT having great beauty and splendor

15. ADMIRABLE deserving of the highest esteem or admiration; inspiring admiration or 
approval

16. COMELY very pleasing to the eye; according with custom or propriety
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APPEALING BEWITCHING STUNNING RADIANT

EXQUISITE HANDSOME DAZZLING ADMIRABLE

DIVINE RAVISHING ANGELIC REFINED

FAIR CLASSY ATTRACTIVE COMELY

BEAUTEOUS STATUESQUE RESPLENDENT

17. STUNNING strikingly beautiful or attractive; causing or capable of causing bewilderment 
or shock or insensibility; causing great astonishment and consternation; 
commanding attention admirable

18. BEAUTEOUS (poetic )beautiful, especially to the sight

19. REFINED (used of persons and their behavior) cultivated and genteel;


